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ABSTRACT
Even though modern video games present rich storytelling and
high graphical fidelity, they are still lacking in rich non-scripted
NPC social interactions. In this work we present an extension of
the Comme il Faut (CiF) and CiF-CK social interaction models,
where we added emotions and a emotion appraisal process based
on the OCC model of emotion and also added a belief system that
models the social network values that the NPCs expect for the
other NPCs’ relationships. A version of the new model, which we
named Comme il Faut - Exiles (CiF-Ex), was implemented in the
AAA game Conan Exiles using their modding tools and tested.
The results were noteworthy: the users enjoyed more the game
and tended to spend more time near CiF-Ex enabled NPCs. The
majority of the users preferred CiF-Ex NPCs, even without voice
acting versus the vanilla NPCs with voice acting. CiF-Ex NPCs
were perceived as more believable and less predictable. This paper
has been accepted to be present in the conference Foundations of
Digital Games 2019, San Luis Obispo, California, USA.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence is slowly making its way into our lives. Recent
advancements in AI have allowed technologies like Apple’s Siri1,
Microsoft’s Cortana2 or Google’s Assistant3 (all mobile assistants
with a degree of personality and sociability) to get into the pocket
of the mainstream person. This suggests that the general public is
open to interact with and integrate social artificial intelligence in
their daily lives.

In parallel, the video games industry has seen a growing concern
in representing the world as we know it in order to give the users a
more engaging experience. This attentiveness to realism manifests
1https://www.apple.com/ios/siri/
2https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/cortana
3https://assistant.google.com/
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in different forms - we can observe the constant improvement
over the years in graphic fidelity; analyze the enthusiasm that
Virtual Reality caused with the appearance of the Oculus Rift4 and
consequent race to release VR headsets between companies like
HTC with the HTC Vive5 and Sony with Playstation VR6; and
consider the trend in current video games to grant rich stories with
distinct characters. In short, greater realism and interactivity are
two targets to pursuit.

In this context, AI can be seen as an augmentation to the game-
play experience. Despite the abundant number of AI controlled
characters in AAA games nowadays, Human-AI social interaction
in video games is usually very simple, devoid of characterization
and consequences, which creates a contrast between the individ-
uality that those characters display in cutscenes and the actual
gameplay. A notable exception was the experimental video game
Façade [16] that provided a fresh approach to interaction with so-
cial NPCs, but whose technology never was used in a commercial
game.

Social interactions that cause real consequences in the game
world are hard to model. As the player is given more freedom of
social choice and more detail is added to the characters, the space of
possible social consequence grows rapidly. If the developer chooses
to represent the player’s choices with a traditional branching tree,
they would have to account for all the possible combinations of
player actions, meaning that the amount of content that needs to be
created would grow accordingly. Consequently the studios would
have to allocate more resources. In short, better social behaviour
increases significantly the authoring burden. To combat this ten-
dency, new, non-conventional models that dynamically adjust the
social panorama have to be applied.

A family of architectures for social AI, CiF [11], has had success
with its implementation in Prom Week 7 and with a more recent
extension of the architecture, CiF-CK [8], which was integrated
on The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim [2] as a mod (fan-made alterations
to video games that add or modify mechanics). One of the char-
acteristics that distinguishes this system from others is that it has
been associated and implemented in video games, while others are
normally used in demos, designed to showcase the architecture
itself.

Our approach will be to create a social model based on the CiF
and CiF-CK architectures that improves the User Experience and
NPC Believability. In particular, the main contributions of our work
are:

• The addition of an emotion layer based on the OCC model of
emotion [12];

4https://www.oculus.com/
5https://www.vive.com/eu/
6https://www.playstation.com/en-us/explore/playstation-vr/
7https://games.soe.ucsc.edu/project/prom-week
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• The extension of CiF-CK’s Belief system;
• The addition of a third possible outcome for Social Exchanges;
• A better integration of the Player and NPCs possible actions,
allowing the Player to respond to all Social Interactions;

• The validation of the new model by evaluating its implemen-
tation in a AAA video game.

2 RELATEDWORK
There are several social models designed by different research
groups, each with their objectives, pros and cons. This way, analyz-
ing alternatives and choosing one that not only fits the demands
of our work (such as the objectives and the particularities of the
implementation platform) but that is also easily extendable is im-
portant. We present a brief look on the video game that will serve
as base to the implementation, Conan Exiles, and the social models
that contributed to the conception of our new model.

2.1 Social Models
A social model improves the NPCs’ social behaviour by simulat-
ing human characteristics like traits, emotions and desires that are
impacted based on the context of their social interactions. NPCs
are vital to create a living world - through the simulation of hu-
man behaviour they make the world feel even more dynamic and
believable.

2.1.1 Comme il Faut (CiF). The aim of the Comme il Faut [11],
social AI system is to provide a model in which the author is able
to create representations of social norms and interactions that are
reusable and recombinable depending on the context of the commu-
nication, while still keeping the burden of authoring social AI be-
haviour low. The result is an interactive social environment whose
characters have distinct personalities, goals and relationships and
are able to socially interact between them.

CiF lowers the authoring burden needed to create a rich and
interactive social environment to tell a story by allowing the cre-
ator to specify the social context of the world in the form of rules.
The nature of the rule based representation allows new domain
knowledge to be added and used right away. Rather than a more
simple action-reaction approach or behaviour tree, the resulting
interactions, designated as Social Exchanges (SEs), are spontaneous
but coherent with the foundation of the encoded social world and
the involved characters.

2.1.2 Comme il Faut - Creation Kit (CiF-CK). Comme il Faut
- Creation Kit [8] is an implementation of CiF that has role-playing
games (RPGs) as focus. The term "quest" is very familiar to any
RPG: a plot driven mission that has initial conditions, an objective
and effects. CiF-CK uses the parallels between the notion of quest
and CiF’s social exchanges to create an adapted model than can be
generalized for any RPG.

Diverging from the original CiF, in which every character has
its personality defined by the system and can be controlled by the
user, CiF-CK puts the player on the role of a single character and
allows them to role-play and shape that character’s story.

A notable addition to the CiF model is the notion of belief. A
character may believe that one fact is the truth and act accordingly,
despite possibly being wrong. The NPCs’ desire formation now

takes into account not only their goals but also what they believe
to be true.

CiF-CK was implemented in the video game "The Elder Scrolls
V: Skyrim" [2], a role playing game (RPG) developed by Bethesda
Game Studios. The resultingwork not only accomplished its goals of
creating a better gaming experience with interesting and believable
characters, but also resulted in a mod that achieved success within
the player community and the media8.

2.1.3 Other Social, Psychological and Emotional Models. There are
several other models proposed in the literature.

Ensemble [19] is a CiF architecture iteration presenting social
exchange performances, social practices: playable social dialogues
where the player and the NPC take turns, choosing what to say at
each stage. Instead of being fixed, social practices are generated on
the go and depend on previous Player dialogue choices.

PsychSim [17] is a tool to define scenarios with individuals
and groups, each with their own goals, relationships, beliefs and
mental models and watch how they interact and influence each
other. Agents in this system have fully specified decision models
of other agents. This illustrates how in real life human actions are
made taking into account predictions based on mental models that
we have of other people, based on "theory of mind" [5].

Syntethic Group Dynamics (SGD) [15] is a model that meets
the user’s expectations by following believable group dynamics
between virtual agents, inspired by theories developed in human
social psychology sciences. The different types of interactions that
may occur in the group alter the dynamics, producing a positive
effect on the user’s social engagement.

FearnotAffectiveMindArchitecture (FAtiMA) [3] is an agent
architecture that endows agents with emotions and personality that,
joined with the architecture’s planning capabilities, affect their be-
haviour. FAtiMA uses emotions and emotional behaviour based
on OCC to achieve believable characters that evoke empathy in
the user. The OCC Model of Emotion [12] is a conceptual model
that characterizes 22 different emotions and organizes them in a
hierarchy that explicits the conditions for them to be active.

GAMYGDALA [14] provides NPCs with OCC emotions. Game
events affect NPC Goals, which in turn react by producing spe-
cific emotions to the NPC. This way, different NPCs can generate
different emotions when submitted to the same situation.

2.2 Conan Exiles
Conan Exiles (2018) [6] is an open-world survival video game pub-
lished and developed by Funcom. Funcom has released a modding
tool, the DevKit, and is continuously releasing updates that build
on and improve the game’s mechanics.

2.2.1 Overview. The video game is set on a barbaric wasteland
inspired by the world of Conan the Barbarian [9], created by Robert
E. Howard. The player assumes the role of an exile in this hostile
land and it is up to them to endure the many dangers of this en-
vironment, be it attacks from hostile NPCs and other players or
dealing with the physical necessities of their character (hunger,
thirst, sleep).

8https://www.nexusmods.com/skyrim/mods/77792/

https://www.nexusmods.com/skyrim/mods/77792/
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Dialogue NPCs are named characters that have their own back-
story. Most of them are priests that talk about their devotion or
motivations with the player. When interacting with the Dialogue
NPCs the player can:

• Choose the “Talk” option, the NPC then selects a sentence
from their dialogue set and displays it.

• Choose to learn an Emote (only some NPCs have this option).
• Choose to learn a Religion (only some NPCs have this op-
tion).

• Choose to learn a crafting Recipe (only some NPCs have this
option).

2.2.2 Conan Exiles DevKit. Conan Exiles was created using the
Unreal Engine 4 (UE4)9, one of the cutting-edge engines used for
developing numerous video games10. Funcom released a modi-
fied version of UE4, the DevKit, downloadable in the Epic Games
Launcher, granting the modding community access an environment
to create and publish mods.

The DevKit has however one limitation, despite providing most
of the tools that the developers use to make the game, it does not
permit modders to interact with or even consult the game’s code.
This means that some classes are inaccessible, can’t be changed
directly and their internal functionality will have to be assumed.

The assets that can be used are available through one of the
features of the UE4, the system called Blueprints Visual Scripting11,
blueprints for short, designed to define object-oriented classes and
objects using a graphic node-based interface.

Thanks to the DevKit, Conan Exiles has served as environ-
ment for the implementation of other works such as A Procedural
quest generator for Conan Exiles [10] and in particular A Merchant
Model [4], that adds some basic social capabilities to the NPCs of
the video game.

2.3 Discussion
CiF models NPCs with traits, status, relationships and social net-
works between them, and an algorithm that appraises the NPCs’ de-
sires, starting social exchanges that will modify the social panorama
when concluded. As such, CiF is an ideal suitor to become the base
for our solution. FAtiMA and GAMYGDALA explore and model
emotions, an interesting concept that we will approach and expand
upon.

CiF-CK is an extension of the original CiF model, tailored to fit
the needs of the platform that it was implemented on: the RPG
video game The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim [2]. The modifications that
CiF-CK proposed, such as the the Player controlling only one char-
acter (highlighting the role-playing aspect of the game) and the
addition of the belief system have proven their effectiveness in cre-
ating a rich interactive social AI environment. We expect that our
system, deeply inspired by the above mentioned, will also achieve
satisfactory results.

Conan Exiles is a AAA video game that features a rich world
environment populated by various NPCs (some of which possess
basic social capabilities) and modding tools, presenting itself as a
great candidate to be the testbed for our model.
9https://www.unrealengine.com/en-US/what-is-unreal-engine-4
10https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Unreal_Engine_games#Unreal_Engine_4
11https://docs.unrealengine.com/latest/INT/Engine/Blueprints/index.html

3 COMME IL FAUT - EXILES (CIF-EX)
Our model, the Comme il Faut - Exiles (CiF-Ex), is based on the
Comme il Faut [11] architecture and takes inspiration on the con-
cepts introduced in the Comme il Faut - Creation Kit architecture [8],
extending both models by:

• exploring character emotions (in the form of Emotion
and Social Emotion Status, based on the OCC model of
emotion). The CiF-Ex emotions fluctuate as an immediate
consequence of a Social Exchange and contribute to create
detailed characters that respond realistically;

• extending the CiF-CK’s Social Network Belief . Instead
of just keeping track of the Social Network values that the
NPC believes the other NPCs have towards them, NPCs also
have beliefs on how much the other NPCs like each other.
This allows us to convey complex behaviours that rely on the
expectation that NPCs have for the others’ relationships. For
instance, a NPC can notice that their loved one has a great
affection for another NPC and feel envy for the latter, ex-
pressing it by desiring to initiate negative social interactions
with them;

• extending the representation of the Status to a contin-
uous scale instead of a binary variable. This way we can
express the intensity of an emotion: rather than just declar-
ing that a NPC does or not feel an emotion, we can detail the
depth of that emotion and also decay its value with time;

• adding a new possible Social Exchange Outcome, Neu-
tral, to the already existing Positive and Negative. Having
two polar possible reactions to a social exchange is a sim-
plification of what happens in the real world, people do not
just answer intensively to every social interactions. The two
outcomes also limit the author’s freedom of expression for
the dialogue, having a middle ground allows them to express
two opposites and also a more calm response;

• giving the Player the ability to respond to all the Social
Exchanges that the NPCs initiate with them, determining
the Outcome. Instead of being a passive receiver, the Player
can role-play their character and articulate their feelings, de-
ciding the outcome of the Social Exchange. CiF-CK already
allowed the response to some special SEs (like “Dating pro-
posal”).

3.1 Solution
The CiF-Ex architecture features five main components:

• Social Exchanges: the space of possible social interactions;
• Characters: a structure that holds the social attributes of
an NPC;

• Social State: a structure that represents the social panorama;
• Trigger Rules: sets of rules that when activated change the
Social State.

• Microtheories: General rules applied to the initiator and
the receiver for all the SEs.

The Figure 1 shows the CiF-Ex components and their interaction.
Characters initiate Social Exchanges that they desire in the role
of the initiator, setting another character with the role of the re-
ceiver (some SEs may even have a third character participating, the

https://www.unrealengine.com/en-US/what-is-unreal-engine-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Unreal_Engine_games##Unreal_Engine_4
https://docs.unrealengine.com/latest/INT/Engine/Blueprints/index.html
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Figure 1: The CiF-Ex Components

other). The Social Exchange’s Influence Rules use the characters’ at-
tributes (gender, traits, status and social exchange memory), Social
State and Microtheories to calculate the volitions, quantifiable
representations of the NPCs’ desire to carry out a specific SE.

The receiver’s volition determines the Outcome of the Social
Interaction, if it ends positively, neutrally or negatively. In turn,
the Outcome dictates both the Effects (the immediate changes to
the characters’ Status (Emotion Appraisal) and Social State) and
the Instantiations (the character’s visual performance of the Social
Exchange). The end of a SE is marked by the creation of aMemory,
an object that summarizes a past SE, including some metadata. The
new memory is archived by the participating and other characters
that witnessed the SE in their Social Exchange Memory and by the
Social State’s Social Facts Knowledge Base. The Trigger Rules pro-
cess the new memory for each character that receives it, affecting
their Status and the Social State.

3.1.1 Social Exchanges. Social Exchanges are structures that rep-
resent the social interactions (in this work we focus mainly on
dialogue interactions) that the characters and the player can have
with each other. The outcome of one SE is dependent on the Social
State, personality traits and status of the SE participators and has
the capacity of modifying the Social State.

Compliment, Insult and Brag are some examples of SEs. It is up to
the author to decide whether the SEs that they craft are of a more
universal significance or more specific, depending on the detail
that they want to reproduce (e.g.: having one Insult SE vs having
one GraveInsult and one LightInsult SEs with appropriated social
impact and dialogue lines).

• Intention represents the purpose behind the SE (for exam-
ple, the Insult SE has Negative as intention, the Compliment
SE has Positive intention, the Flirt SE has Romantic intention).
Intentions are used to generalize behaviour when calculating
Microtheories and Trigger Rules.

• Influence Rules are used to calculate volitions. The Initiator
Influence Rules are used to prioritize which SE the initiator
wants to perform the most and the Receiver Influence Rules
are used to calculate how favourably the receiver will react
to the SE. The parameters used by Influence Rules are traits,
social network and status values.

The Influence Rule is a weighted sum between a vector of
the influence rule Weights (different for each SE) and the
actual Values for each parameter:
vi is the current value of the parameter
wi is the weight of the parameter

Volition =
∑
i
viwi (1)

For example, if there are three status in total, Happiness,
Disgust andHunger, with the values [4, 0, 1]and the Influence
Rule Weights are the vector [3, -1, 0]the resulting volition
would be equal to: 4 ∗ 3 + 0 ∗ (−1) + 1 ∗ 0 = 12.
The only exception to this rule is the Goal value of the Social
Networks (see Section 3.1.3). Instead of using the direct value,
we subtract the Current value to the Goal value. This means
that if the Goal is greater than the Current value the character
will desire to perform SE that improve the Current value. For
instance, if the Friendship social network’s Goal is 5 and the
Current value is 3, the value used in the Influence Rule will
be: 5 − 3 = 2.

• Pre-conditions are rules that are calculated before the Ini-
tiator Influence Rules (and only influence the initiator vo-
lition). These rules disable SEs that would not be coherent
with the current social context (for example, a NPC should
only introduce itself once to the Player).

• Outcome can be Positive, Neutral or Negative, depending on
the calculated receiver volition and will dictate the reaction
of the receiver. Each SE has two different thresholds that
decide the Outcome: if the volition is less than the lower
threshold value the outcome is Negative, if it’s in-between
the values the outcome is Neutral and if it’s greater than the
higher value, the outcome is Positive. The outcome is used to
select what instantiation will be acted and Effects of the SE.

• Effects are the consequences of the SE. Effects modify the
participating characters’ Status, their Social Networks, Be-
liefs and Relationships. For each SE and possible Outcome
there are fixed values that are added to the Social State and
Character Status.

• Instantiations is a term originated from the CiF architec-
ture. These are the “theatrical performances” of the SEs’
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outcomes. Instantiations are mainly dialogue lines specific
to each SE participator complemented by NPC animations.

3.1.2 Characters. A Character is a structure that holds each NPC’s
personal CiF data. The data described bellow allows the architecture
to add social behaviour to the NPCs.

• Name is used to identify the character. The Nickname is the
name that will be presented to the Player before they either
introduce or a NPC introduces themselves. Nicknames are
false names based on the NPC looks (e.g.: if a male NPC
wears a helmet with horns the nickname could be “Horned
Man”).

• On cooldown is used to verify if a character is on cooldown.
After performing a SE the characters go into cooldown and
aren’t able to start SEs until this expires. The time of the
cooldown is dependent on the character’s traits (e.g.: a char-
acter with the trait Shy will have a greater cooldown than
average).

• Busy is used to check if other characters can start inter-
actions with this character. If a character is targeted as the
receiver for one SE (either by another character or the Player)
they will be flagged as busy. The Player is able to interrupt
an on-going SE, bypassing the busy flag.

• Traits are used to give the characters a distinct conduct, they
shape the character’s personality. Traits are predetermined
when the character is authored and immutable. Friendly,
Hostile and Brave are examples of traits.

• Status are attributes that portray the character’s emotional
condition. Status are changed at the end of all SEs and de-
cay or increase with the passing of time. Status have three
categories: Emotion Status (depicts the character’s mood, e.g:
Anger, Happiness), Social Emotion Status (depicts what the
character is feeling towards other characters, e.g: Admira-
tion, Resentment) and Physical Status (depicts the character’s
physical needs, e.g: Hunger, Tiredness).
A list of the Social Emotion, Emotion and Physical status
can be seen in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. The
descriptions for the Emotion and Social Emotion Status are
based on the descriptions of the OCC Model of Emotion [12].
The process of adjusting the Emotion and Social Emotion Sta-
tus is called the Emotion Appraisal. When a Social Exchange
is performed, the Emotion Appraisal uses the asserted Out-
come to apply a set of changes to the participants’ Emotion
and Social Emotion Status. As such, there is one set for each
Social Exchange and possible Outcome.
Both CiF and CiF-CK represented status as binary, a char-
acter was under a certain status or not. In our model, each
status is represented by a bounded continuous scale, which
allows for a greater detail when describing a character’s dis-
position. The influence rules take advantage of this: instead
of just checking if a character is Angry, we are able to check
how Angry the character is and create rules that take this
distinction into account. These values are changed at the
end of SEs, depending on the Outcome. Status can also grad-
ually decay (for example, characters can progressively get
less angry) or increase (for example, if you are modelling a
Physical Status like hunger) with the passing of time.

Table 1: Examples of the Social Emotion Status

Status
name

Description

Shame disapproving of one’s own blameworthy action
Admiration approving of someone else’s praiseworthy action
Reproach disapproving of someone else’s blameworthy ac-

tion
Pity displeased about an event presumed to be unde-

sirable for someone else
Gloating pleased about an event presumed to be undesir-

able for someone else
HappyFor pleased about an event presumed to be desirable

for someone else
Resentment displeased about an event presumed to be desir-

able for someone else
Anger disapproving of someone else’s blameworthy ac-

tion

Table 2: Examples of the Emotion Status

Status
name

Description

Sadness displeased about an undesirable event
Happiness pleased about a desirable event
Disgust disliking an unfamiliar aspect of a character
Fear displeased about the prospect of an undesirable

event
Satisfaction pleased about the confirmation of the prospect of

an undesirable event

Table 3: Examples of the Physical Status

Status
name

Description

Hunger Influences the Ask For Food and Offer Food SE
volitions.

Thrist Influences the Ask For Drink and Offer Drink SE
volitions.

Tiredness Increases periodically and each time a character
starts an SE as the initiator. When maxed out, the
character will go rest by their home

• Social Exchange Memory stores representations of the
SEs that happened in the vicinity of the character, including
the ones that did not involve them. Each individual memory
(one entry of the SE Memory) is composed of the names of
the participators, the SE’s name, the outcome, the origin of
the memory (it will be the character’s name if they witnessed
the SE themselves), the world’s timestamp of the event and
an ID that is generated to identify each SE. The characters are
able to look-up their memories which will in turn influence
volition calculations. A memory is added to the SE Memory
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if the character is within a fixed distance of the SE initiator
when the SE is happening.

The user is an entity that interacts with the CiF components. In
both the video games that CiF-CK and CiF-Ex were implemented in
(Skyrim and Conan Exiles, respectively) the user impersonates his
own character. However, in the original CiF architecture the user
was able to control all the characters. Conan Exiles would not be
the most suitable video game if we were to keep this design choice
as we would be required to dramatically change its base gameplay.
As such, in CiF-Ex the user only controls one character, which will
be referred as the “Player”. This change was proposed in CiF-CK
and was kept for our architecture.

The user is able to choose any SE that they wish to perform
using the Player as a proxy. The trigger rules are not calculated
for the Player since they have no internal attributes to be modified.
From the perspective of the CiF-Ex components the Player is just
like another character; characters will want to interact with the
Player, the Social State will keep the values related to the Player
and the SEs can be initiated by the Player just like a NPC would.

TheNPC cycle begins by theNPC’s default behaviour, Idle. At any
time, if the NPC is nearby an ending Social Exchange performance,
they can receive a SE memory and process it. If the NPC is selected as
initiator, they can start a SE with the receiver. If the Player interacts
with a NPC, the NPC participates in the SE as the receiver.

3.1.3 Social State. The Social State is the snapshot of the social
panorama at any time. This tracks the evolution of the social scene
of the world. By examining the Social State the social dynamic
between the NPCs (and the Player) are evident: Social Networks
represent how NPCs feel about each other, Relationships are strong
associations between them and the Social Facts Knowledge Base
holds all the SEs that have occurred.

• Social Networks are private feelings, that may or may not
be reciprocal, felt by character towards another. Each Social
Network has three variables: Current (the current value of
the network), Goal (the value that the character wants the
Current value to tend to) and Belief (the current value that
one character thinks the other character has for the former,
as introduced by CiF-CK). As a result of being non-reciprocal,
the Belief value can be wrong. Examples of Social Networks
are the Friendship and Attraction networks.

• Social Network Beliefs works the same way as the Belief
variable of a Social Network but instead of connecting them-
selves with one other character, it connects other characters
(“Lydia” thinks that “Benor” has a negative Friendship value
for “Farkas”). There is one Social Network Belief structure
for each Social Network that exists.

• Relationships are reciprocal social relationships like being
Friends or Dating. Relationships are private, so two charac-
ters can be in a relationship without the others knowing
about it. Relationships can be inferred using the Social Net-
work Beliefs.

• Social Facts Knowledge Base is an archive of all the SEs
that happened in theworld.Much like the SEMemory (see Sec-
tion 3.1.2) it saves memory entries.

3.1.4 Microtheories. Microtheories (MT) are rules applied when cal-
culating the pre-conditions and the initiator and receiver volitions.
These rules represent conventional behaviour in the world, social
norms. As an example: if “Lydia” and “Benor” are friends, “Lydia”
is expected to desire SEs with the Positive intention and “Benor” is
more prone to positively accept them. As Microtheories represent
general attitudes that apply to all the Social Exchanges, the author
won’t have to detail every nuance when defining the SEs influence
rules, effectively reduce the authoring burden.

Examples of Microtheories are:

• Dating MT: if the characters are dating, they will desire to
perform SEs with the Positive and Romantic Intentions.

• Friendship MT: if the characters are friends, they will desire
to perform SEs with the Positive Intention.

• Envy MT: if “Farkas” is highly attracted to “Lydia” and be-
lieves that “Benor” is also attracted to “Lydia” or that “Lydia”
is attracted by or admires “Benor”, “Farkas” will desire to ini-
tiate Negative Intention SEs with “Benor”. “Farkas” is envious
of “Benor”.

• Memory OutcomeMT: the characters will avoid doing interac-
tions that have previously ended with Negative Outcome and
reluctant of doing the ones that ended with Neutral Outcome.

• Memory Frequency MT: characters will have a penalty on the
volition of the last SEs that have been performed. Characters
that have the trait Obnoxious have a smaller penalty.

• Memory Decay MT: if the SE has occurred a long time ago,
this MT will lessen the Memory Frequency penalty.

3.1.5 Trigger Rules. Trigger Rules are rules that provoke secondary
effects, applied after a SE has ended. After a character receives a new
memory the Trigger Rules process the said memory (checking the
participants, the SE that took place and the outcome) and modify
the Social State. Akin to Microtheories, Trigger Rules illustrate
social patterns and generalize that behaviour (e.g.: if “Lydia” hears
“Farkas” insulting “Benor”, it is expected that they will like each
other less and “Lydia” can decrease the Friendship Social Network
Belief for those characters).

3.2 CiF Cycle
Now we will describe how the above mentioned components inter-
act with each other when executing a CiF cycle. The stages of the
cycle are the same as on the original CiF algorithm, adapted to the
CiF-Ex components.

3.2.1 Desire Formation. The first step of the algorithm decides
what SE will be executed and their participants. Before this process
starts the system checks if the number of on-going SEs is less than
the defined maximum of concurrent SEs, if the CiF cycle is not
on cooldown (after a SE has finished a timer is started that stops
the cycle from staring, so the interactions don’t happen all in a
row) and if the Player is in their local area (a fixed distance). If the
maximum has not been reach, there’s no cooldown and the Player
is nearby, the Desire formation process is started. When the process
can’t be started, it aborts and is restarted after a cooldown.
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Figure 2: CiF-Ex NPC Cycle

Figure 3: The CiF Cycle

For each character of the world we check if they are both not
Busy and not on cooldown. If these conditions are validated, we can
start the cycle to calculate the initiator volitions. The cycle iterates
through each character and the Player, checking if they are busy;
in case they are the cycle continues to the next character, if they
aren’t a new cycle that iterates through all Social Exchange space
begins.

For each iteration of the cycle the initiator volition towards all
available characters is calculated: first the Pre-conditions check if
the SE can even be selected and output a temporary volition, then
the Microtheories are checked and summed to the volition, lastly
the Initiator Influence Rules are ran and their output added to the
temporary volition, forming the initiator volition for that SE and
receiver. We store the name of the SE and respective receiver that
have the highest volition, else, we continue to the next iteration of
the cycle.

In the end if no SE has positive volition, we do nothing and
continue to the next character. Otherwise, we save the information
of the highest volition SE and then continue to the next character.
After all characters are checked, we verify which of the SE’s has
the greatest volition and select it to begin the next algorithm step.
Both the initiator and receiver are marked as Busy. If no SE was
chosen during this process, the Desire Formation step is started
again after a timer ends.

3.2.2 Intent Formation. In this step the Social Exchange structure
is created. If the Player interacts with the initiator or the receiver
before the initiator gets to the receiver the SE is canceled and the
character that isn’t interacting with the Player is unmarked as Busy.
If the initiator manages to get close enough to the receiver the
Social Exchange is created.

3.2.3 Perform Social Exchange. This step commences right after
the previous step. The receiver response is now calculated like in
the Desire Formation step (the Pre-conditions aren’t calculated for
the receiver however).

The Pre-conditions and Microtheories use conditions that verify
Social Network values, Social Network Belief values, SE memories,
Relationships, Traits and Status. The Influence Rules are based on
conditions that examine Relationships, Traits and Status. After de-
termined, the receiver response value is compared to pre-defined
thresholds, particular to the SE in question. This way theOutcome is
asserted as Positive, Neutral or Negative. If the receiver is the Player,
instead of calculating a response, the Player chooses between three
dialogue lines, each corresponding to one of the possible outcomes.

3.2.4 Performance Realization. After the Outcome is decided the
characters are ready to perform the appropriate Instantiation. Each
Social Exchange has three animations, one for each possible outcome
and different dialogue lines for each character and Player, depending
on their role (initiator or receiver). When these are selected the
Instantiation is instanced. Some Social Exchanges may also require
additional steps (e.g.: if Outcome of the Give Food SE is Positive it
is required to transfer food from the initiator’s inventory to the
receiver’s).

3.2.5 Social Fallout. The Effects related to the SE Outcome are
applied to the Social State and character Status. A memory with the
information of the SE is created, stored in the Social Facts Knowledge
Base and broadcasted to all the characters in a certain range of the
initiator (including the SE participators). The initiator and receiver
are unmarked as Busy and the initiator is marked as being On
cooldown. The CiF cycle cooldown begins.

Every character that has received a new memory now has to
process them with the Trigger Rules, changing their Social Network
values, Social Network Beliefs and possibly their Relationships.

4 EVALUATION
In order to evaluate our model, we have developed an implemen-
tation in the AAA video game Conan Exiles using its modding
tools and later conducted user tests. This implementation featured
details that fit the apocalyptic setting of the game and the survival
mechanics.

The default behaviour of the NPCs was to wander around a
home location, represented in-game by a bonfire. The Tiredness
physical status was created. The value of this status would increase
periodically or whenever the NPC took part in a social exchange
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Figure 4: The CiF Cycle and CiF-Ex Components

as the initiator. When the NPC’s Tiredness reached its maximum,
they would go to their bonfire, perform a sit animation and rest
until the status was back at its minimum again or until they were
interrupted by a character.

Another two physical status, related to consumables, were cre-
ated: Hunger and Thirst. These had a probability of increasing with
the passing of time and could be decreased by successfully perform-
ing SEs that granted the NPC consumables (like the Ask for Food
SE).

The study participators played the same scenario with two differ-
ent conditions: the Experimental Condition, where the participant
was able to interact with three CiF-Ex NPCs; and the Control Con-
dition, where the participant played Conan Exiles and interacted
with three NPCs, as they are in the video game. To evaluate our
model we have chosen User Experience and NPC Believability as
measures because we consider them important for interesting NPC
interactions.

4.1 Scenario
When the user began their journey a campwith three NPCs could be
seen on the flat land in front of them. They were told that they could
interact with the NPCs whenever they wanted during their play
time and that they were free to explore the map and do anything
they pleased. The user had the choice to continue the interaction
if they wanted to, influenced only by the appeal that the initial
interaction provoked.

4.1.1 Control Condition - Conan Exiles Dialogue NPCs. For this
condition we used three Conan Exiles NPCs. The characters wan-
dered around a bonfire up to a defined distance and stopped when
the Player interacted with them. These NPCs had voice acting com-
plementing their dialogue lines and shared bits of lore of the world.
Each character had about 5 unique interactions that could last up
to around 30 seconds.

4.1.2 Experimental Condition - CiF-Ex NPCs. For this condition we
created three CiF-Ex NPCs with similar physical aspect to the ones
in the Control Condition. Each of these CiF-Ex NPCs supported 15

Social Exchanges, had different dialogue lines for each SE (some
also inspired by the Skyrim NPCs), 13 traits, 2 relationships, 15
Status and 3 social networks. The characters had different traits
that defined their personality, social network and relationships that
simulated backstory between the three of them.

The NPCs wandered around one bonfire, where they could sit
nearby and rest. The CiF-Ex were capable of initiating Social Ex-
changes (small dialogues) with other NPCs or with the Player, to
which they would then respond. The Player was also able to start
the same Social Exchanges and watch the NPCs react to them,
depending on past interactions and the NPC’s personality.

4.2 Procedure
Ahead of starting the experiment, the user was asked to fill a ques-
tionnaire that traced their basic profile. Then they would be briefed
on Conan Exiles and its gameplay. We told the users that their only
objective was to talk to at least one of the exiles in front of them
and to recall their name afterwards. This objective was purely to
give the user a reason for them to interacted with at least one NPC.

Afterwards a 15 minutes play session of one of the conditions
would start. When the time was up, the user would fill a question-
naire related to their testing. Then they would be asked to play the
game once again for another 15 minutes, with a different condi-
tion, and later fill a questionnaire similar to the former, with an
additional question to answer which was the session that they had
enjoyed interacting with the NPCs the most.

The initial condition was alternated, so 50% of the users played
the Experimental Condition as the first condition and the other 50%
played the Control Condition.

4.3 Results
This study had 25 participants, most male in the ages of 22 to 25
years old. Most of the users said that they played video games on a
weekly basis but had never played Conan Exiles before.
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(a) Enjoyment Means Boxplot (b) Bonfire Time Means Boxplot

Figure 5: Enjoyment and Bonfire Time Means Boxplots

The User Experience was measured using three metrics collected
by questionnaires (Enjoyment [13], Flow [18] and Condition Pref-
erence) and one in-game metric, Bonfire Time (a counter whose
value was incremented for each second that the player was within
a radius from the bonfire). The NPC Believability was measured
with a questionnaire that assessed the Believability [7] metric.

One of the questions of the original Believability questionnaire,
“The NPC’s behaviour was predictable”, was more connected to
Predictability, and so analyzed separately. The value for this metric
should not be maximized as it would mean that the NPCs’ behaviour
was repetitive but it also should not be minimized as it would
mean that the characters were inconsistent. We believe that a value
slightly greater than the middle of the scale should be optimal.

4.3.1 Data Analysis. As the Cronbach’s Alpha test showed accept-
able inter-relatedness, the Enjoyment, Flow and Believability dimen-
sions were each aggregated in one variable. Normality tests were
applied to the aggregated means: the Enjoyment, Believability and
Bonfire Time data followed a normal distribution, the Flow and
Predictability data did not.

The test conducted for the normally distributed dimensions was
the Paired Samples t-test and for the other dimensions was the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test. For the Condition Preference a Binomial
test using a test proportion of 50% was applied. For the successful
tests we have also calculated the effect size, using the boundaries:
[0, 0.2[ is a weak effect, [0.2, 0.5[ is a moderate effect and +0.5 is
strong effect.

4.3.2 User Experience. The Enjoyment (p-value = 0.007; r = 0.512),
Bonfire Time (p-value = 0.001; r = 0.623) and Condition Preference
(p-value = 0.043) metrics succeeded in showing positive statistical
significance in the Experimental Condition.

The Enjoyment and Bonfire Time metrics exhibit strong effect
sizes. The Enjoyment mean increased from 4.13 to 4.64 (Figure 5a).
The Bonfire Time mean improved from 267 seconds to 419 seconds,
an increase of 57%, as seen on Figure 5b. 72% of the participants
preferred the Experimental Condition over the Control Condition
(Figure 6a).

(a) Condition Preference Piechart

(b) Flow Means Boxplot

Figure 6: Condition Preference Piechart and Flow Means
Boxplot

The Flow (p-value = 0.584) metric slightly increased from 4.46 to
4.57 (Figure 6b) but did not show statistical significance.

We can conclude that these metrics improved, showing that the
User Experience has also improved for the Experimental Condition.

4.3.3 Believability. The Believability (p-value = 0.013; r = 0.482)
metric registered positive statistical significance (Figure 7). The effect
size of the Believability metric is moderate, but very close to the
strong effect size threshold of +0.5 for the strong effect size.

Figure 7: Believability Means Boxplot

The obtained results demonstrate that the NPC Believability im-
proved when the users tested the Experimental Condition.

The Predictability (p-value = 0.012; r = 0.5018) was statistically
significant and had a strong effect size. The value was lower and
nearer to the middle value of the scale for the Experimental Condi-
tion. This result suggests that the Experimental Condition characters
were less predictable.
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4.4 Discussion
The Enjoyment, Bonfire Time and Condition Preference metrics dis-
played positive statistical significance for the Experimental Con-
dition, despite the quality voice acting and dialogue lines that the
Control Condition’s NPCs had. This result is evidence that the User
Experience has also improved. This conclusion is corroborated by
the percentage of users that preferred the CiF-Ex NPCs to the original
NPCs, 72%.

The Bonfire Time mean was increased from 267 seconds to 419
seconds, an increase of 57%. The inflation of this metric on our condi-
tion implies that the users spent more time on the area neighboring
that homes the CiF-Ex NPCs, entailing that, after implementing
CiF-Ex, adding these characters to the scenario could be a relatively
easy way to raise the gameplay value of a location without chang-
ing much of the layout of the environment. The improvement for
this metric hints that the users were interacting with the CiF-Ex
NPCs for longer periods of time, despite that one interaction with
a Conan Exiles Dialogue NPC could last for a bit longer than 30
seconds and the implemented interactions with the CiF-Ex NPCs
last for a small portion of that time.

Despite this, the Flow dimension did not reveal a significant sta-
tistical difference. Even though this was not the best case scenario,
this also means that at least the Flow did not deteriorate, so our con-
dition did not disrupt the Conan Exiles experience. The fact that no
statistically significant differences regarding the Flow were found
could be explained by the narrow amount of time the users played
the game for. Most of the participants (84%) were playing Conan
Exiles for the first time, so it’s expected that by playing it twice for
15 minutes they would still be in a phase where every aspect of the
game is fresh and interesting, and that they wouldn’t feel bored.
As such, the full effects of our system wouldn’t be evident in these
test conditions. We believe that if the users tried the video game
for longer time periods the Flow metric would also be higher for
our condition.

The collected data shows us that the CiF-Ex NPCs managed to
be seen as more believable and less predictable, which may lead to
a more engaging, diverse experience. We can affirm that the NPC
Believability was enhanced.

5 CONCLUSIONS
The conducted study proved that the Comme il Faut - Exiles was
successful as a social model that enhanced the characters for the
video game Conan Exiles. This model extended CiF by featuring:

• Emotions, based on the OCCmodel of emotions, that fluctu-
ate with the Social Exchange’s outcome and deeply influence
the character’s intent;

• Social Network Belief system that models the Social Net-
work values that the characters assume for the other charac-
ters’ relationships;

• Status described on a continuous scale, allowing formore
fine tuning of the character’s social situation;

• Social Exchange outcomes that are not binary, each SE
can have a Positive, a Neutral or a Negative conclusion to the
initiator instead of only two proposed in other CiF architec-
tures;

• Freedom for the Player to choose how to react to all of the
NPCs’ interactions.

The User Experience was measured with the Enjoyment, Flow,
Bonfire Time and Condition Preference metrics. All the metrics were
improved in our condition, however only the Enjoyment, Bonfire
Time and Condition Preference showed statistical significance. The
Bonfire Time mean increased from 267 seconds to 419 seconds, an
improvement of 57%, while 72% of the study participants preferred
the CiF-Ex characters to the original ones. The NPC Believability
increased and displayed statistically significant results for the Ex-
perimental Condition.

We are convict that we have demonstrated the success of the
CiF-Ex model. The results highly suggest that all of the objectives
that the CiF-Ex NPCs were perceived as more believable and improved
the user experience. The NPCs were also less predictable than the
unmodified NPCs.

CiF-Ex is an extension of the CiF model and its implementation
is not restricted to Conan Exiles. We believe that our model would
obtain favourable results in other environments, be it a video game
or a different kind of application (AI assistants, companion robots,
etc).

We expect the Flow dimension would display a statistically rele-
vant improvement if the users were submitted to a longer study, 30
minutes was not enough for the novelty effect to dissipate. A new
study could be conducted in order to verify this claim.

The model could be greatly improved by the addition of Social
Exchange memory sharing between the characters (like gossiping,
telling a happy memory, etc). Alea [1] provides a conceptual model
of autobiographical memory sharing for social purposes. The Cul-
tural Knowledge Base is a concept from the original CiF architecture
not included in CiF-Ex, that would allow to attribute social connota-
tion to the objects of the world, granting new dialogue possibilities,
as characters could discuss their likes and dislikes.
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